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• The quest for the vanishingly small: CPV in charm

• Prospects
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Purposefully a selective review talk, concentrating on the 

general state of play (and with an emphasis on LHCb).  For 

hot-off-the-press results, please attend the parallel session ! 
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Nelson Mandela sentenced 

to life imprisonment

Cassius Clay

becomes 
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Martin Luther King Jnr.

wins Nobel Peace Prize

Change of face 

in the Kremlin
Discovery of CP violation (in kaon decays)

Nobel Prize for physics in 1980

27/11/14 YSDA seminar

Events of 1964



Observation of CP violation (CPV)

was a major discovery in physics...

…and one with clear cosmological 

connections  (i.e. Sakharov conditions).

Accommodated, but not explained, in 

the SM, through imaginary phase in CKM matrix.

2000+: the beautiful millennium

After initial discovery, further experimental progress slow, due to small size of 

effect, and hadronic uncertainties, in the kaon system.  These problems are largely 

absent in beauty, & since the early years of this century we have been living in a 

new era of CPV exploration, thanks to  the B-factories, the Tevatron & now the LHC.
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In the Standard Model CP violation only appears through the weak interaction,

entering as a single complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.

This 3x3 matrix contains only 

4 independent parameters.

A popular representation is the

Wolfenstein parameterisation,

in which the matrix is expanded

in orders of λ ~ 0.23.
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In the Standard Model CP violation only appears through the weak interaction,

entering as a single complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.

Unitary nature of the matrix results in relations that can be expressed geometrically.

This 3x3 matrix contains only 

4 independent parameters.

A popular representation is the

Wolfenstein parameterisation,

in which the matrix is expanded

in orders of λ ~ 0.23.

Note that at this order only two elements are complex:  Vub and Vtd.



The Unitarity Triangle is a geometrical description of CP-violation within the 

context of the Standard Model, which in the flavour sector is the CKM mechanism.

(In fact there are several Unitarity Triangles,  but here we refer to

the one whose angles are accessible in B0 and B+/- decays.) 

We must check its consistency through precise measurements.

The B factories did a fantastic job and showed that the CKM paradigm dominates

the picture, but New Physics contributions can still be lurking at ~20% level.

Let’s review recent progress in CP-violation

measurements…

…for the two key angles γ and β.

(Loosely speaking we can regard γ as the phase

The Unitarity Triangle

phase differences w.r.t. other collections of elements.)

of Vub, and β as that of Vtd, but of course they are really 

γ β

|Vub / Vcb| 1/λ |Vtd / Vts|
α
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Favoured Suppressed

→ γ sensitive interference

→ different  rates for B+ & B- (CPV!)

Look in B± → DK± decays using

common mode for D0 & D0

Tree-level decays: strategy very clean & yields result unpolluted by New Physics

This is a good thing! Provides SM benchmark against which other loop-driven NP

sensitive observables can be compared (e.g. Δmd/Δms, sin2β, γ measured in B→hh)

Many possibilities: Kπ, KK, Kπππ...

The Unitarity

Triangle: γ

A precise measurement of the angle γ

is a raison d’être of LHCb.
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γ β

|Vub / Vcb| 1/λ |Vtd / Vts|
α
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γ measurement – the last ~10 years

Consistent with the 

indirect prediction...

...but not nearly 

as precise 

The story so far...

...factor ~4 improvement in ~10 years.

Derived from combination

of observables in many

B→DK decay channels

Indirect

prediction

from rest

of triangle
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γ measurement: true precision needs 

statistical muscle of LHCb

5 June 2018

This CP asymmetry carries ultra-clean, easy to interpret, information on γ !

Rare, important decays just beyond the reach of the B-factories (e.g. the

suppressed ‘ADS’ B ± → (K π ±)DK± mode (BR ~ 10-7) was soon seen at LHCb

and is now being exploited for high-precision CP-violation measurements.
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Analysis of ~3000 decays from 2 fb-1 of early run-2 data

Info. on D strong phases comes from charm threshold [CLEO, PRD 82 (2010) 112006]

Nice synergy between facilities, which gives measurement model independence.
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γ measurement at LHCb with B→DK decays:

D→KSππ (and KSKK) with run-2 data

A powerful sub-set of B→DK analyses is when the D decays into a multibody final

state, of which KSππ is the most prominent example. Variation of D strong phase

over Dalitz space leads to corresponding variation in interference and CP violation. 

Study yields in bins of 

Dalitz space, chosen 

for optimal sensitivity.

B+ B-

[arXiv:1806.01202]
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γ measurement at LHCb with B→DK decays:

D→KSππ (and KSKK) with run-2 data

A powerful sub-set of B→DK analyses is when the D decays into a multibody final

state, of which KSππ is the most prominent example. Variation of D strong phase

over Dalitz space leads to corresponding variation in interference and CP violation. 

Study yields in bins of 

Dalitz space, chosen 

for optimal sensitivity.

B+ B-

[arXiv:1806.01202]
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γ measurement at LHCb with B→DK decays:

D→KSππ (and KSKK) with run-2 data [arXiv:1806.01202]

A powerful sub-set of B→DK analyses is when the D decays into a multibody final

state, of which KSππ is the most prominent example.  Variation of D strong phase

over Dalitz space leads to corresponding variation in interference and CP violation. 

Compatible with run-1 

analysis of same channel

Together 

gives:

B+ yields

minus B- yields,

bin to bin

CPV 

expectation

No CPV

expectation
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LHCb: combining B→DK modes for γ

The B→D(KSππ,KSKK)K result may be combined together with those of 

other B→DK analyses.  They depend on common nuisance parameters, but 

have difference degeneracies → whole is greater than the sum of the parts !
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B→D(KShh)K
Nicely compatible and 

pick out a unique solution.

[LHCb-CONF-2018-002]
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LHCb: current precision on γ
Global LHCb average, now including information from time-dependent 

analyses of run-1 data with Bs [JHEP 03 (2018) 059] and B0 decays [arXiv:1805.03449].

Result is to be compared with indirect prediction of              [CKMfitter, 2016].

Compatible, albeit with a little tension (~2σ).

Big improvements expected in near future, as little run-2 data in average.
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Study of time-dependent asymmetry of B0/B0bar decays to a CP-eigenstate,

e.g. J/ψKS , accesses  phase of Vtd and provides a measurement of sin2β.

The Unitarily Triangle: sin2β

interferes

with

sin2β (if no

direct CPV)

zero if no direct CPV (applies at 

current experimental precision)

Vtd

Vtd

γ β

|Vub / Vcb| 1/λ |Vtd / Vts|α



The Unitarily Triangle: sin2β
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γ β

|Vub / Vcb| 1/λ |Vtd / Vts|α

At LHCb a wide range of tagging signatures 

are exploited, but ‘effective efficiency’ is still ~x10 higher at B-factories, as latter 

benefits from quantum correlations due to threshold production at γ(4S).

Measurement on β was the legacy of the B-factories, and helped pave way for 

2008 Nobel Prize for Kobyashi and Maskawa.  Now LHCb has entered the game !

This measurement requires time-dependent 

measurement & flavour tagging, which is trickier 

at a hadron collider than at an e+e- machine.
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The Unitarily Triangle: sin2β

Precision obtained by LHCb with B0→J/ΨKS is very similar to that of the B-factories.

sin2βeff =

(BaBar stat error = 0.036, Belle stat error = 0.029)
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~42k 

signal

decays

γ β

|Vub / Vcb| 1/λ |Vtd / Vts|α

Measurement on β was the legacy of the B-factories, and helped pave way for 

2008 Nobel Prize for Kobyashi and Maskawa.  Now LHCb has entered the game !

This measurement requires time-dependent 

measurement & flavour tagging, which is trickier 

at a hadron collider than at an e+e- machine.



γ β

|Vub / Vcb| 1/λ |Vtd / Vts|α

Measurement on β was the legacy of the B-factories, and helped pave way for 

2008 Nobel Prize for Kobyashi and Maskawa.  Now LHCb has entered the game !

This measurement requires time-dependent 

measurement & flavour tagging, which is trickier 

at a hadron collider than at an e+e- machine.

The Unitarity Triangle: sin2β

Precision obtained by LHCb with B0→J/ΨKS is very similar to that of the B-factories.

sin2βeff =

(BaBar stat error = 0.036, Belle stat error = 0.029)
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To be compared to prediction of 0.740

Some tension.  Vital to keep improving the precision

of this very important parameter. A long-term goal !            

+0.020

- 0.025

CKMfitter

summer’16
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Hunting for mixing-induced 

CPV in the Bs system: φs
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Mixing induced CPV in Bs system: φs

Measuring the CPV phase, φs, in Bs mixing-decay interference, e.g. with Bs→J/ΨФ, 

is the Bs analogue of the sin2β measurement.   In the SM this phase is very 

small & precisely predicted. Box diagram offers tempting entry point for NP !

22

Now we probe CKM 

elements that are 

complex only at higher order

Once more

interference

between 

mixing…

…and 

decay

Vts

Vts

ϕ
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Mixing induced CPV in Bs system: φs

Measuring the CPV phase, φs, in Bs mixing-decay interference, e.g. with Bs→J/ΨФ, 

is the Bs analogue of the sin2β measurement.   In the SM this phase is very 

small & precisely predicted. Box diagram offers tempting entry point for NP !

However the measurement is considerably

trickier than is the case for sin2β:

Heroic early analyses performed by Tevatron.

Consistent results and mild (~1σ) tension with SM.
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• J/Ψφ is a vector-vector

final state, so requires

angular analysis to 

separate out CP+ & CP-

• Very fast oscillations

(Δms >> Δmd)

• Possibility of KK S-wave under φ



LHCb optimised with φs a key goal.  In particular it brings to the game:

But, in addition, new modes and analysis techniques, e.g.: 
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φs – LHCb enters the game
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• Inclusion of 

JΨππ mode  

(mostly J/Ψf0), 

which is 

overwhelmingly 

CP-odd & hence 

needs no angular analysis

• Inclusion of JΨKK decays above the φ

• Enormous signal yields • Excellent proper time resolution
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[JHEP 08 (2017) 037]

(mostly) 

f2’(1525)

96k decays

(c.f. 6.5k at CDF)
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φs – LHCb enters the game
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• Inclusion of 

JΨππ mode  

(mostly J/Ψf0), 

which is 

overwhelmingly 

CP-odd & hence 

needs no angular analysis

• Inclusion of JΨKK events above the φ

• Enormous signal yields • Excellent proper time resolution
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[JHEP 08 (2017) 037]

(mostly) 

f2’(1525)

96k decays

(c.f. 6.5k at CDF)Final LHCb run-1 results:



Transversity angle φTProper decay time

Measurement of φs is an key goal of the ATLAS and CMS flavour physics 

programme, enabled by excellent detector performance and J/Ψ→μμ trigger.

e.g. ATLAS Bs→J/Ψφ 8 TeV analysis [JHEP 08 (2016) 147]

Combined 7 and 8 TeV results 

Measurement of  φs at ATLAS and CMS

Results, inclduding those of

7 TeV  [PRD 90 (2014) 052007]

5 June 2018
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Measurement of φs is an key goal of the ATLAS and CMS flavour physics 

programme, enabled by excellent detector performance and J/Ψ→μμ trigger.

e.g. CMS Bs→J/Ψφ 8 TeV analysis [PLB 757 (2016) 97]

Measurement of  φs at ATLAS and CMS

Transversity angle φTInvariant mass Result contours 

5 June 2018 27
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φs : the impact of  the LHC

Φs post Tevatron

and early LHC data
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Φs post Tevatron

and early LHC data

Φs post run-1 LHC

φs : the impact of  the LHC
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φs : the current state of  play

φs now measured with ~30 mrad precision.   So far all is compatible with 

SM, but first run-2 results to be released very soon. Watch this space !



The charm renaissance

and the quest for the vanishingly small:

CPV in charm
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For many years charm was the ‘Cinderella’ of flavour physics studies

Then combination of B-factory analyses finally saw mixing. New outlook !  

• tiny CPV and mixing effects expected in the SM…

• …and no evidence of either despite intensive searches

• long-distance effects complicate predictions

→ mixing parameters not tiny (~1%); good news for (indirect) CPV observables

→ smallness of SM ‘pollution’ not a bad thing in looking for New Physics signal

→ internal down-type quarks in loops – complementary to b-physics

→ huge potential of LHC for improving sensitivity 

Excluded regions

Measurement contours;

no-mixing excluded at 5σ

“All results are null.”

Ian Shipsey, Charm 2006.

No mixing

No mixing

No-mixing excluded at lots 

and lots (but x=0 still possible…)

2006

2007 2018

The charm renaissance

32



Rise of the hadron machines
Power of hadron colliders is now clear.  In 2013 LHCb and CDF  published 

first individual (>)>5σ measurements, in `wrong sign’ (WS) Kπ analyses. 

Although e+e- machines retain advantages for modes with neutrals, LHC has 

huge advantages for charged modes (e.g. # WS Kπ in above plot, which

is a small fraction of Run 1, is 3x whole Belle sample) and also time resolution. 
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Search for indirect CPV in charm with run 2 data

LHCb samples have grown rapidly, and now allow for high sensitivity searches for

mixing-induced CPV,  e.g. take WS Kπ analysis used for mixing discovery, now

updated with full run-1 data & 2 fb-1 from run 2, and study D0 & D0bar separately.

Study ratio 

of WS 

(i.e. D0→K+π-)…

…to RS 

(i.e. D0→K-π+),

vs. proper

decay time

For D0…

…and 

D0bar…

…and 

difference

of both.

Difference flat → no evidence of CPV (yet).[PRD 97 (2018) 031101]

~180M

RS signal

~720k

WS signal
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Other CPV searches in mixing (i.e. indirect CPV)

Many other observables to probe. e.g. look for time-dependent CP asymmetry,

expressed in AΓ parameter, in decay to CP eigenstate, such as D0→KK or ππ.

Massive, clean & well-

understood data sets.

No slope, so no CP violation (yet)

10-4 precision, and systematics

under good control.  This a run-1 study.

Excellent prospects for run 2 and beyond !
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Future prospects in CPV studies
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In the b-system all CPV measurements discussed (γ, β and φs) 

are statistically limited and theoretically very clean:

The discovery of CPV in charm would (depending on its size) challenge 

the SM, and at the very least open up a new sector of flavour studies.

→ strong motivation to improve sensitivity !

• For γ this is true to 10-7 level

• For β and φs effects related to direct CPV and

‘Penguin pollution’ could lurk around the corner, but 

many strategies exist to control these issues.
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The future of CPV studies & flavour, 

in the context of the LHC timeline

2021 2024 2027

Run 3 Run 4LS3 LS4LS2Run 2

20302019

LHCb Upgrade I 

HL LHC 

Install LHCb

Upgrade I

Install HL-LHC and

ATLAS & CMS

Phase-II Upgrades2018

Belle-II

Install 

LHCb

Upgrade II
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e+e- rebooted:  Belle II begins operation
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e+e- rebooted:  Belle II begins operation

Full flavour programme will begin early 2019

Goal to collect 50 ab-1 by ~2025

Wide and exciting physics programme,

with highlights in CPV including: 

• Measure γ to 1.5o

• Measure sin2β to 0.005 
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LHCb Upgrade I in a nutshell

Huge increase in precision, e.g. measure γ to ~1o, φs to <10 mrad, and the 

ability to perform studies beyond the reach of the current detector.

Flexible trigger and unique acceptance also opens up opportunities in other 

topics apart from flavour  (‘a general purpose detector in the forward region’)

An LHCb Upgrade is scheduled, with installation in LS2 and

first data-taking in run 3.   The motivation is to take increased 

advantage of the huge rate of heavy-flavour production at the LHC.

1) Full software trigger

2) Raise operational luminosity by factor five to 2 x 1033 cm-2 s-1

Necessitates redesign of several sub-detectors & overhaul of readout

• Allows effective operation at higher luminosity

• Improved efficiency in hadronic modes

The LHCb Upgrade

24 April 2017 40



LHCb Upgrade I  (LS2)

Current detector → upgraded detector
All sub-detectors read out at 

40 MHz for software trigger

UT

SciFi

Pixel

VELO

Replacement of 

full tracking system
Calorimetery and muons:
- Redundant components of system removed;  

new electronics added; more shielding included

RICH 1 redesigned; new photodetectors

installed for RICH 1 and RICH 2

24 April 2017 41
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Construction of new sub-detectors happening now, 

ready for installation over the two years of LS2 (2019-20)
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Significant strides forward In 

precision from ATLAS already

expected from run 2.

e.g. IBL of ATLAS improves

proper time resolution.

[BPHYS-2016-001][JHEP 08 (2016) 147]

Impressive projections from studies for Phase-II Upgrade, e.g. for Bs→J/Ψφ

These are probably conservative, given (i) 2011-2012 precision better than 

foreseen,  (ii) later trigger studies [ATL-PHYS-PUB-2016-026] indicate higher yields.

Future riches – evolving CPV prospects at the GPDs
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Future riches – evolving CPV prospects at the GPDs

New sub-detectors and associated improvements of Phase-II Upgrade will bring 

great benefits for B-physics,  e.g. new tracker which will have improved 

momentum and impact parameter resolution.

Inclusion of track information in level-1 trigger will make hadronic modes accessible

Experiment will continue to deliver strongly in di-muon final states, e.g. Bs→J/Ψφ.

e.g. Bs→φ(K+K-)φ(K+K-)
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LHCb Upgrade II  (LS4)

Common themes: improved granularity,

fast timing, and radiation hardness.

Plans under development to perform a second upgrade to LHCb, around 2030,

which would allow the experiment to operate at ~1034 cm-2s-1, collect ~300 fb-1, 

and bring additional detector enhancements, e.g improved ECAL, low p PID etc.

[CERN-LHCC-2017-003]
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LHCb Upgrade II  (LS4)
Plans under development to perform a second upgrade to LHCb, around 2030,

which would allow the experiment to operate at ~1034 cm-2s-1, collect ~300 fb-1, 

and bring additional detector enhancements, e.g improved ECAL, low p PID etc.

Upgrade II would allow for exquisite precision to be attained in these and many

other flavour observables, with exciting capabilities in many studies beyond flavour !

γ measured to a few 0.1 of a degree

sin2β B0→J/ψKS measured to 0.003

Φs probed below 

SM central value

Charm observables determined 

with sensitivity of 10-5
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CPV studies probe one of the least understood sectors

of the SM and have high discovery potential for New Physics.

The measurement campaign for the ‘holy trinity’ of γ, β and φs has 

made enormous progress during the LHC Years and is one of 

the most important sets of ‘precision measurements’ in HEP.

Exciting times are ahead with Belle II,  LHCb Upgrade I, the GPD Phase II 

Upgrades and the ‘ultimate flavour experiment’ of LHCb Upgrade II.
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BaBar and Belle – more gold from

the mine: cos2β
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Recently a joint analysis of BaBar

& Belle data has been released. 

[arXiv:1804.06152, arXiv:1804.06153]

A time-dependent analysis is 

performed of the modes:

B0→D(*)(KSππ)h0, with h0=π,η,ω

that exploits the strong-phase variation

over the D-Dalitz plot to eliminate a

trigonometrical ambiguity in the 

standard analysis → measure cos2β !

Two solutions:

β and π/2-β
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Recently a joint analysis of BaBar

& Belle data has been released. 

[arXiv:1804.06152, arXiv:1804.06153]

A time-dependent analysis is 

performed of the modes:

B0→D(*)(KSππ)h0, with h0=π,η,ω

that exploits the strong-phase variation

over the D-Dalitz plot to eliminate a

trigonometrical ambiguity in the 

standard analysis → measure cos2β !

• Demonstrates cos2β>0 (3.7σ)

• Excludes ambiguous solution at 7.3σ
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CPV searches in mixing (i.e. indirect CPV)

The hunt is now on to find CPV in mixing-related phenomena. Observables are 

pre-multiplied by x,y, so ‘large’ (~1%) value of mixing is encouraging in this quest.

Already plenty of progress in last few years…

…any non-zero signal with current and near-future precision would indicate NP.

2007 2018

SM
SM



Precision that is being attained at LHCb with run-1 data is now at 10-3 level:

We are entering the regime where 

there is a real hope to see effect !

Even more interesting is to probe

the phase space of multibody modes

e.g. D0→πππ0 with ‘energy test’ 

technique [PLB 740 (2015) 158].

In some such studies interesting

hints are emerging e.g. 2.7σ tension

with SM in D0→ππππ [PLB 769 (2017) 345].
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Searching for direct CPV in SCS charm decays

Also possible to search for direct CPV in charm, which is also expected to be very

small  (but on how small, opinions vary – under less theoretical control than the

indirect case).  Can be done with charged mesons or time-integrated D0 studies.

Best hope of seeing direct CPV is with singly Cabibbo suppressed decays,

as here there is hope of interference between diagrams. 

[JHEP 07 

(2014) 041]

D0→πππ0

Dalitz space

D0→ππππ

signal


